Hidden infrared graphics on a painted canvas
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Abstract: A hidden graphic has been put on a painted canvas. Innovative printing method is based on color twin pairs that are the same in the visual spectrum but different in the near infrared area. The differentiation of color pairs is being performed with cameras that are all around us with the purpose of “security surveillance”. A dependence of light absorption on the wave length between 400 and 900 nm has been established for each pair of dual dye twins. INFRAREDESIGN® technology advancement respects the original canvas color from the basic textile production. Spectrography has been measured on the colored green canvas that has undergone multiple experiments and they have been expanded to the black canvas. A new mathematical model has been found, as a linear regression of the near infrared Z light absorption dependence on the visual V spectrum. Hidden infrared images of sights in the city of Zagreb are a new way of creating security graphics and creating individualized protected clothing.
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1. Innovative hidden design
A procedure of designing invisible information has been developed as a new way in the area of print and reproduction on canvas materials. The first results of the double graphics have appeared on documents performed with digital print on Xeikon [1]. Print on transparent polypropylene materials with hidden information [2] has initiated new research in the field of VZ infrared printing on leather, silk and especially on canvas. Dependence relations on the coverage of process dyes have been established: cyan, magenta and yellow with 40% coverage of carbon black dye on process dyes without carbon black dye. In this
paper the coverage of carbon black dye has been reduced to 40% of coverage considering that the green canvas has a property of strong ink absorption in jet digital print. A general printing theory with dye twins has been given in the paper [3] with application on documents performed with safety papers. In this paper the procedure of connecting two independent images V (visual) and Z infrared gray image is being expanded to dyed surfaces all the way until black. When printing to a black canvas that does not have a visually dyed image, a hidden image is being performed that is being detected with a ZRGB camera. The research includes the application of IRD in the field of camouflage design in nature. IRD procedure of VZ separation of printing dyes is being evaluated by a spectral analysis with a forensic instrument [4].

Figure 1. NIR camera on busy intersections.

Cameras will distinguish “infrared designed dresses” that carry different information for two separate spectral areas [5]. The dresses shown in this paper (Fig. 2) use IRD forensic camera [6] in few blockades from 400 to 1000 nm.

The cause for this paper is an IRD idea based on creating double images on clothes. A precondition to that are cameras that are part of our daily life. Security in the city and private area is based on infrared cameras.

Figure 2. Jacket in NIR an orchard

For example, only in Zagreb there are one hundred thousand installed cameras, both public and private.
We decided to use a dress to convey the desired message and/or information. By this we are showing that a clothing item can be a very important factor because, in combination with IRD, it can convey a targeted cryptic message invisible to human eyes.

The importance of the information itself does not need to be particularly highlighted. With a double image, in this case on clothes, we can convey information because a camera on the street, an intersection or at home will recognize it. Something that is at first sight invisible to the eye, the camera “sees” and conveys. For example, in this way we can convey a promotional, political or a private message, by the means that are within our reach – in this case by clothing items and a camera.

2. Twin dyes for 40% coverage with carbon black

The precondition of creating a double image is an interdisciplinary association the knowledge from the field of graphics, mathematics and informatics with the intention of conveying a message from the field of design, art and language, a message that is invisible to the naked eye. In order to create a double image and by that a transfer of NIR designed information, adequate knowledge from all the stated scientific disciplines is necessary.

Each color tone is being performed in the print in two different compositions with process dyes: Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black. The first dye composition, called V (visual) does not have positive properties of NIR radiation absorption. The second dye (of the same tone as the first dye) has a positive response of NIR radiation. In this paper the second dye is called Z dye, and after that also the cameras that distinguish V and Z dyes. We have introduced a measure of NIR light absorption difference to 900 nm called $\Delta Z$. In the visual spectrum (400 to 700 nm) both dyes have the same spectrograms. The small difference between V and Z dyes in the visual spectrum is being marked with an acronym $\Delta E$ according to the conventional colorimetric theory. We have introduced a parallel recording of visual and infrared nature contents as well as art paintings. Such recording, such films are being called VZ as parallel observation, studying of two states of matter.

For the purpose of this paper we are showing spectrograms of two dyes (Fig. 3) in the range from 400 to 900 nm. Brown color (dashed) has the following CMYK values in %: V: 51, 60, 99, 0 and Z dye has been given with the values 14, 33, 71, 40. Green color has the following V values: 68, 43, 99, 0, and Z dye has been given with the values 40, 4, 59, 40. Z1 i Z2. We have divided the NIR light area into two parts: Z1 and Z2.

![Figure 3. Spectrograms of twin dyes, brown and green color light absorption.](image-url)

Brown and green colors have very, almost the same Z and $\Delta Z$ values. Their delta E values are 3,1 i 3,3, measured from the canvas press. Their spectrograms are the same at the position of 900 nm. This is a targeted mixing of dyes in order to control the image with a Z camera. The graph of light absorption shows a separation of twins of each dye after 700 nm. According to the conventional physics settings, the vision area spreads to 760 nm. This area is visible to our eye, but not as a color, only as an experience of a reddish color. Response of the yellow dye and magenta stops at 600 nm which is an important basis in the procedure of mixing process printing dyes in order to achieve the wanted RGB (red green blue) reproduction.

Cameras for studying IRD – Z areas have been blocked up to 800 nm in order to amplify the experience of separation of infrared Z graphics.
VZ procedure has limitations that are being respected in the process of making a plan of creating a double image, double information. The planned Z image is in the gray range from zero to 40% coverage. The application of textual information (for e.g. names on the dress) are being performed exactly with that highest coverage. All the twin dyes have been experimentally calculated at X0 and X40 values as incoming data to calculate regression equation. The mathematical model (1) of twin dyes gives the dependence of light absorption of all dyes at exactly that value (40%).

\[
\begin{align*}
C40 &= -0.1555 \ast Y - 0.1536 \ast M + 1.391 \ast C -32.44 \\
M40 &= -0.0134 \ast Y + 1.383 \ast M - 0.3232 \ast C -32.16 \\
Y40 &= 1.026 \ast Y + 0.394 \ast M - 0.341 \ast C - 36.49
\end{align*}
\]

All the dyes for V image have been designed in order to perform VZ separation. It has been experimentally confirmed that ZRGB cameras and surveillance cameras in the urban environment of the city “see” well the Z yes with a 40% coverage of the hidden image. Higher coverage of the Z image would reduce the choice range of colorful colors.

3. INFRAREDESiGN® on textile
A hidden image on canvas is being demonstrated in this paper. The double image is being demonstrated with a ZRGB camera as a video recording set to a web space, and as a reproduction print in this printed article. There is an image of a computer graphics of this article’s author from the period of “New tendency” [7] on the front side of the dress. The author has today expanded this same visual art work to the area of infrared graphics. They have built into the visual graphics the portraits of this article’s authors as a graphics invisible to the naked eye.
The graphics has been printed on canvas as a digital experiment for the purpose of making the dress. A new fashion design has been opened. The resolution of colors in VZ separation technology has been subordinated to the models of regressive equations and new parameters in raetias published in this work [1]. Double contents on canvas has been shown on figure 4. The first, visual and second in the NIR spectrum.

Digital print has been based on process dyes: Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black. Those dyes have their specific properties of light absorption in the visual V and near infrared spectrum measured on Z - 1000 nm. In Figure 5 the connected channels at 580 nm that demonstrate a graphic preparation and the result of scanning the final part in blockades with N – camera [6] are being observed. The presentation has been expanded with a video animation of color change and NIR information in the range from 400 to 1000 nm [8].

A blockade of the color yellow and the beginning of magenta has been performed at the position of 580 nm. The innovative presentation with light blockades provides a study of the proportion of certain process components found in the digital plotter. Above 620 nm not even a red tone can be found. The only remaining color is cyan. Light absorption in NIR - Z2 spectrum is being observed only above 800 nm.
Experiments with individualized dresses carry hidden information. Z reproduction of Zagreb’s sights has been performed on black canvas. The black canvas in these experiments does not absorb NIR light. The image has been painted to this canvas with Z dyes as a hidden Z image.

4. Conclusion
Individualization of clothes has been performed by an innovation process of hiding information that is being manifested by using a near infrared camera. Two images are being set to the same place and managed with new mathematical algorithm that has been adapted to ink jet print on canvas. Each color tone has been edited by the process of making V and Z twin dyes, intended for observation in separated sunny areas.

The new way of designing clothes has been referred to the security cameras that surround us. The methods of security print on canvas material as a design to be applied in original clothing making have been expanded.
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